
TV

You traveled 
by air, 

4+ hours.

Calltime was
on or AFTER 3pm

and 
you were wrapped 
BEFORE midnight 
(12am)? Was there 

primarily exterior 
photography filmed? 
at or before the 5th 

studio day.

No

2 or more

11 hour 
Rest Period 

M.B.U.

* 11hr Rest Period 
allowed only on 

2 non-consecutive 
days in a week.

Rest Period from flight begins once you arrive at place of lodging.

No

56 hour 
Rest Period

How many 11 hour 
Rest Periods have 

you had this 
workweek?

12 hour 
Rest 

Period

12 hour 
Rest 

Period

10 hour Rest Period
M.B.U.

* 3 Consecutive 
days must intervene 

before next 10hr 
Rest Period may be 

used.

Are you a Stunt Coordinator 
working  

Schedule K.1, K.2 or K.3?

Unless

Arrival after 9pm, 
AND 

you do not work 
that night 

after arrival.

Did you have an 
11 hour 

Rest Period 
yesterday?

Are you figuring out 
your:

12 hour 
Rest 

Period

Theatrical

Weekly 
Rest Period?

Calltime for the 
FIRST DAY of 

the NEW 
workweek not 
earlier than 

6AM

You just arrived 
in town at the 

request of 
Production?

Yes

0 or 1

OVERNIGHT 
LOCATION: 

36 hour 
Rest Period  

M.B.U.

Yes

54 hour 
Rest Period  

M.B.U.

Unless

Transported to
your 

Hotel/Camp

Daily 
Rest Period?

Outside
Studio Zone

but
Inside 2nd 

Studio Zone

Are you a Stunt Coordinator 
working  

Schedule K.1, K.2 or K.3?

Weekly 
Rest Period?

LOCAL WORK, 
& wrapped  

from set 

Unless

Theatrical

36 hour 
Rest Period

M.B.U.

Driving home

TV

You are a Local hire 
working outside the  

Studio Zone. 
You work tomorrow and 
you requested to be put 

up in a hotel, or 
Production notified you 
today that they would 

be puting you 
in a hotel 

for the evening.

Did you have a 
calltime on or 
AFTER 3pm

and were wrapped 
BEFORE midnight 

(12am)? 
Was there primarily 

exterior photography 
filmed? 

At or before the 5th 
studio day.

Are you figuring 
out your:

12 hour 
Rest 

Period

12 hour 
Rest 

Period

10 hour Rest Period
M.B.U.

* 3 Consecutive 
days must intervene 

before next 
10hr Rest Period

 may be used.

TV

9 hour 
Rest Period

M.B.U. 

*the 9 hour Rest 
Period begins 1-
hour after Stunt 
Coordinator is 

wrapped from set.

You don’t work the 
24 hours that are the 

FIRST DAY of the 
workweek, 

and have not worked 
for the Producer 

during the 12 hours 
immediately preceding 

such day.

54 hour 
Rest Period

M.B.U.

It is your 7th day in a 
row working.

There is no weekly 
Rest Period for working 

7 consecutive days. 
You will get a  

12 hour rest period 
before next calltime. 
And double pay for 

working the 
7th consecutive day.

Unless

Your calltime for the 
FIRST DAY 

of the 
NEW workweek 

is not earlier than 
6AM

Theatrical

Inside 
Studio Zone
(30mi Zone)

TV

You didnt work the 
24 hours that are the 

LAST DAY of the 
workweek, 

and do not work for 
Producer during the 

12 hours 
immediately 

succeeding such day.

56 hour Rest Period
M.B.U.

Was exterior photography 
performed today, AND will 
be performed tomorrow?  

*It is not required that you 
are in the exterior shots.

Theatrical

Outside 
2nd Studio 

Zone

Rest Period begins/ends 
once you cross 

the Studio Zone border

TV Theatrical

Daily
 Rest Period?

56 hour Rest Period
M.B.U.

What is my Rest Period 
supposed to be?

* M.B.U. = May be used

Rest Period began 
once you signed out 
on the day from set.

(The R.P. ends once you arrive at your 
calltime to the reporting location)

You don’t work the 
24 hours that are the 

FIRST DAY of the 
workweek, 

and have not worked 
for the Producer 

during the 12 hours 
immediately preceding 

such day.

You didnt work the 
24 hours that are the 

LAST DAY of the 
workweek, 

and do not work for 
Producer during the 

12 hours 
immediately 

succeeding such day.
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SOLIDARITY        

12 hour 
Rest 

Period

There is no weekly 
Rest Period for working 

7 consecutive days. 
However, you will get a  

12 hour rest period 
before next calltime. 
And double pay for 

working the 
7th consecutive day.

It is your 
7th day 

in a row working.

TV Theatrical

This flow chart is meant to guide you through what the correct rest period 
should be from your wrap time until your next calltime. 

If you are not given the full rest period, then it is a violation (aka “forced call”), 
and you are to be owed a violation amount 
for each breach of the required rest period. 

$900 for a daily RP violation

$950 for a weekly RP violation

Are you filming outside 
the studio zone?

Yes No

NoYes

Rest Period began 
once you signed out 
on the day from set.

(The R.P. ends once you arrive at your 
calltime to the reporting location)

Rest Period began 
once you signed out 
on the day from set.

(The R.P. ends once you arrive at your 
calltime to the reporting location)

Rest Period begins once 
you arrive at your place of lodging.

(R.P. ends once picked up 
from place to lodging)

Rest Period began 
once you signed out 
on the day from set.

(The R.P. ends once you arrive at your 
calltime to the reporting location)

Rest Period begins once 
you arrive at your place of lodging.

(R.P. ends once picked up 
from place to lodging)

Rest Period begins once 
you arrive at your place of lodging.

(R.P. ends once picked up 
from place to lodging)

Rest Period began 
once you were wrapped

on the day from set.

(The R.P. ends once you arrive at your 
calltime to the reporting location)

Theatrical

TV

9 hour  Rest Period
M.B.U. 

*the 9 hour Rest Period begins 
1-hour after Stunt Coordinator 

is wrapped from set.

Yes No


